Detection of specific antinuclear reactivities in patients with negative anti-nuclear antibody immunofluorescence screening tests.
For detection of anti-nuclear antibodies (ANAs) and antibodies to extractable nuclear antigens (ENAs), samples frequently are screened with indirect immunofluorescence (IIF); further determination of anti-ENA antibodies is performed only when the result is positive. However, because anti-ENA reactivities are found in samples with low fluorescence intensities, we determined anti-ENA antibodies in samples with negative IIF and thus calculated the sensitivity of IIF for specific ANAs. We collected 494 samples consecutively referred by rheumatologists for routine ANA testing. IIF on HEp-2 and HEp-2000 (HEp-2 cells transfected with Ro60 cDNA) and line immunoassay (LIA) for the detection of specific ANAs were performed on all samples. Fluorescence intensities and patterns on HEp-2 were strongly correlated with those on HEp-2000 [Spearman rho = 0.852 (P <0.001) and 0.838 (P <0.001), respectively]. Sixty-eight of 494 samples were positive on LIA, of which only 72% (confidence interval, 68-76%) were detected with HEp-2 and 75% (confidence interval, 70-78%) with HEp-2000. Of 291 samples negative on both substrates, 12 were positive on LIA. Connective tissue diseases were diagnosed in four of these patients and suspected in at least three others. The HEp-2 and HEp-2000 substrates perform comparably for fluorescence intensities and patterns and for detecting specific ANAs, but some patients with negative IIF show reactivity on LIA. We recommend testing for fine reactivities, regardless of the IIF result, when the clinical suspicion for rheumatic connective tissue disease is high.